A gaming event in which clashers from their clans with a maximum of 5 members can
fight wars with other clans.

:1. College ID card is a must.
2. 2. The leader of the clan must create a new level 1 clan for the competition.
3. 3. All the clan members must be present at the event venue during their match.
4. 4. The clan must comprise of 5 members.
5. 5. The championship will be divided into 4 leagues :
6. League 1 - Team constraints ( 1 TH11, 4 TH10s )
7. League 2 - Team constraints ( 5 TH9s )
8. League 3 - Team constraints ( 5 TH8s )
9. League 4 - Team constraints ( 1 TH8, 4 TH7s )
10. *N.B* - To successfully conduct any league, there should be a minimum 8 clans
which need to participate in that particular league.
11. 6. The preparation time will be 30 minutes and battle time will be 120 minutes.

12. 7. Every battle will be a knockout battle so only winning team will proceed to
the next level.
13. 8. In case of tie, following factors listed below according to their priority will be
taken into consideration :
14. a) Clan with maximum stars will win
15. b) In case of equal stars of both clan,then Clan with maximum destruction
percentage will win.
16. c) In case of 100% destruction of both clans ( All Star ) or equal stars and equal
percentage of destruction :
17. i. Clan with minimum number of attacks wins.
18. ii. Clan whose number 1 base takes more time to be destroyed wins.
19. iii. If everything matches, we settle it with a toss between the clan leaders.
20. 9. All players should have their own devices with data connection and all
participants should do their attacks themselves ( Consulting clan mates is
considered fair ).
21. 10.If a player be found involved in his /her clan war. He can't participate in this
event
22.
23. Participation - 500 INR per clan.
24. First Prize - 2500 INR per clan. ( If no. of participating clans increases per
league, prize money will be increased according )
25. Runners up - 1500 INR per clan. ( If no. of participating clans increases per
league, prize money will be increased accordingly ).

